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Cocoa and Cabbage: Two ·Palms Vie to
Officially Represent the State of Florida
by Jonathan (J ono) Miller
very state in the Union has a state seal and a state tree
despite neither the United States Constitution nor the U.S.
Congress mandating the official designation of either.
Nevertheless, these seals and trees and the process by which they
are adopted and modified can illuminate the political personalities
and historical peregrinations of a state. The cabbage palm (Sabal
palmetto) did not officially make it onto Florida's State Seal until
after Woodstock and the first manned lunar landing. The saga of
Florida's State Seal and tree contains intriguing tidbits oflore. Who
knew that a study of Florida's State Seal would reveal debates about
hemlines, arguments about plant species, and the brother of the
Secretary of State? And who expected Michael Jackson, timber
interests, garden clubs, the General Assembly of South Carolina,
and even a bottle of Wite-Out to make appearances?
The Great Seal of the State of Florida, more popularly
called the state seal, is actually a mechanical device that embosses a raised image the size of an American silver dollar on official
government documents. But when people envision the state seal,
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Florida Secretary of State Robert A Gray applying the Great Seal of the State to
an executive order. A framed copy of the seal appears behind him ( 1951) . Image
courtesy of State Archives of Florida, Florida Memory. https: / / www.floridamemory.
com/ items/ show/ 19763, accessed October 16, 2016.

they are usually visualizing the image itself. And that image,
possibly more than even the state flag, symbolizes Florida officialdom. Just as the state seal, which appears on the state flag, is
the official symbol of Florida, the unofficial icon of the state is the
palm tree . For 170 years two different palms have contended to
https://stars.library.ucf.edu/fhq/vol96/iss1/3
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represent the state-the introduced coconut palm and the native
cabbage palm-and this ongoing contest has been reflected in the
evolution of Florida's State Seal.
There is no prescribed formula for a state seal. States are
on their own, at the mercy of their legislatures and consequently their approaches and solutions vary considerably. Alabama's
seal is a straightforward image of Alabama, while several, such
as Idaho's and California's, appear to be polychrome mash-ups of
every symbol that might possibly convey the pregnant promise of
an expectant state.
A generic state seal recipe would probably contain some
representation of the state's landscape suggesting its natural
wealth, a symbolic human figure or two in the foreground (goddesses seem to be favored) and some indication of the technological prowess that would allow men to exert their dominion
over the landscape. At the time most seals were first adopted that
typically meant plows (agriculture) and steamboats (commerce)
although mining paraphernalia was popular in several western
states. Roughly a third of all states (sixteen) feature plows and New
Jersey, the Garden State, boasts three. 1
Florida has experienced a succession of seals. One seal, from
the Republic of West Florida, contained what appears to be a pine
tree. The Republic, with its pine-featuring seal, lasted for only seventy-four days in 1810. 2 In 1822, Congress created a single Florida
territorial government3 and the first seal was the Florida territory
design, which featured an eagle resting on a bed of clouds. 4 The
1838 Territorial Constitution directed that a seal be kept by the
Governor and later the General Assembly gave custody of the seal
to the Secretary of State. Florida became a state in 1845 and Florida's Secretary of State continues to manage the seal. 5
Florida's first state governor, William D. Moseley, ordered a new
state seal, which was delivered in 1846. This featured a rendition

2
3
4
5

Benjamin F. Shearer and Barbara S. Shearer, State Names, Seals, Flags, and Symbols: A Historical Guide Third Edition (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 2002),
245.
Seal of the provence of West Florida. 1941. Black & white photoprint, 3 1/2 x 4
1/2 in. State Archives of Florida, Florida Memory, accessed October 13, 2016,
https://www.floridamemory.com/items/show/18788).
Daniel L. Schafer, "U.S. Territory and State," in The New History of Florida, ed.
Michael Gannon (Gainesville, FL: University Press of Florida, 1996), 208.
Allen Morris et al., The Florida Handbook, 2013-2014 34th Biennial Edition. (Tallahasee, FL: Fla. House of Representatives, 2014), 471.
Ibid., 472.
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of the peninsula of Florida as well as a seated female Liberty. The
image ignored most of an atrophied panhandle and Lady Liberty
was seated among a variety of products, one of which was reputed
to be a bag of coffee. 6 In 1857 J.A. Oertel painted a version of
this seal on glass. His depiction, along with thirty similar skylights
depicting the seals of the other states at the time, was installed on
the ceiling of the House of Representatives Chamber in the Capitol in Washington D.C. 7 That seal featured a conspicuous palm
with feathery, pinnate leaves, which established the fact that it was
not the native cabbage palm. In addition, the large fruit do look
like coconuts, so we must assume it was meant to be a coconut
palm, which the Portuguese brought to the Caribbean and Atlantic
basins sometime after 1498. 8
During the Civil War an alternative unofficial seal was in use.
This seal once again featured an eagle, this time perched above
some prickly pear cactus ( Opuntia sp.), very similar to the coat of
arms of Mexico, which features an eagle perched on a prickly pear
cactus while attacking a rattlesnake. 9 The Confederate State of
Florida got around to designing a flag with a seal-like emblem that
appears to be an oak tree, 10 but the outcome of the war ordained
that a new Reconstruction legislature would direct the design of
the next seal in 1868. It included "a view of the sun's rays over a
high land in the distance, a cocoa tree, a steamboat on water, and
an Indian female scattering flowers in the foreground." 11
Steamboats so symbolized the potential of nineteenth-century
commerce that several states typically not associated with significant maritime or river trade went out of their way to include one
in their state seal. These include Nebraska, South Dakota, Kansas, and Iowa. Together with Alaska and Florida, these six states
6
7
8

9

IO
11

Ibid., 473.
Allen Morris, "Florida's First Railroad Hovered Over Lawmakers" in The Florida
Handbook, 19th ed. (Tallahassee, FL: Peninsula Publishing, 1983), 18.
B. F. Gunn, L. Baudouin, and K.M. Olsen, (2011). "Independent Origins of
Cultivated Coconut ( Cocos nucifera L.) in the Old World Tropics" PLoS ONE,
6(6), e21143, http:/ /tinyurl.com/gtamjed, accessed October 15, 2016.
Unofficial Eagle Pattern Seal "Florida in the Civil War 1861-1865, Symbols of
Florida," The Museum of Florida History 500 S. Bronaugh Tallahassee, FL,
http:/ /tinyurl.com/zazgnbr accessed October 15, 2016.
The 1861 State Flag of Florida. Color slide, State Archives of Florida, Florida
Memory, https://www.floridamemory.com/items/show/44017, accessed
October 8, 2016.
Florida Department of State, Florida Facts, Florida State Symbols, Florida Seal,
http://dos.myflorida.com/ florida-facts/ florida-state-symbols/ state-seal/,
accessed October 8, 2017
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Version of the 1868 Florida State Seal. The second Florida state seal depicts a Native
American in Plains garb, a dramatic mountain range, and a palm with pinnate
leaves. Image courtesy of State Archives of Florida, Florida Memory https: / / www.
floridamemory.come/ items/show/ wo989, accessed October 8, 2017.

designed surprisingly similar seals-prominent mountains in the
distance, a figure in . the foreground and a steamboat. 12
Before we question the South Dakotans too closely about
their steamship, one might pause to consider those mountains in
Florida. These were not the rolling hills of Clermont or Brooksville, nor the modest steephead slopes of the Panhandle, or even
Appalachians, named for the Florida's Apalachee Indians that de
Soto sought. No, these were mountains that might adorn the
seal of Montana, mountains that looked more like the Flatirons
outside Boulder, Colorado than anything known to exist east of
the Mississippi River. Aside from an unconfirmed story that Florida
12

Shearer and Shearer, "State Names, Seals, Flags," 243-246.
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received a design modified from one prepared for a western state,
no one seems to how Florida acquired such vertiginous topography, but the artist either knew nothing about Florida, or chose
to let fantasy take precedence over accuracy. 13
Meanwhile, the fortunes of the cocoa tree, (the coconut),
improved considerably on January 9, 1878, when a brig en route
from Trinidad to Spain ran aground off the east coast of Florida. It
was not a shipwreck, more of a stranding, but even if it had broken
up the outcome might have been the same because the Providencia
was carrying an unsinkable cargo - a shipment of 20,000 cocoanuts. Two local pioneers salvaged the nuts and sold them for two
and a half cents apiece. Some were eaten, but many were planted
and before long the area was known as Palm City. When local residents established a Post Office in 1887, they learned the Palm City
name was already in use elsewhere, _so they went with Palm Beach, 14
a name that has come to epitomize affluence and subtropical luxuriance, thus accidently ratifying the wisdom of selecting the cocoa
tree as Florida's emblem.
But the inaccuracies reflected in the mountains and the Plains
Indian were a source of ongoing objection and Secretary of State
R. A. Gray directed a redesign in the l 930s. 15 The Indian maiden
on the seal was treated to a major makeover- she doffed her male
headdress, lost some weight, acquired a longer, more modest
below-the-knees skirt or dress, 16 and was accessorized with a side
pouch now bearing a cross. Meanwhile the mountains were subdued into rolling hills and a second species of palm, presumably
the saw palmetto (Serenoa repens), colonized the lower right hand
side of the seal, probably to add some graphic element to an otherwise barren foreground. This design remained unchanged for a
half century. 17
One hundred years ago, no species of tree had been officially
designated as a state tree. There were no state birds, state fish, state
butterflies, state minerals, or state fossils. States and territories had
flags, seals, and mottoes, but the practice of official designations
13
14
15
16
17

Morris et al., 473.
Palm Beach Post Staff Researchers, "Palm Beach's name derived from coconuts" Palm Beach Post, Updated January 3, 2015, http:/ /tinyurl.com/j3vlgje,
accessed October 15, 2016.
Morris et al., 473.
"Life Savings: Archivist Kept Everything About Florida," Palm Beach Post,
September 1, 1983, 36.
Morris et al., 473.
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1935 version of Florida's State Seal. Former mountains have been subdued in to
citrus groves on modest hills. The palm continues to feature pinnate, but less droopy
fronds. Image courtesy of State Archives of Florida, Florida Memory. https: / /www.
floridamemory.com/ items/show/ 81458, accessed October 16, 2017.

of favored state resources had started only in 1893 when Oklahoma designated the parasitic evergreen mistletoe as its "floral
emblem." 18 Other states quickly followed suit and by the end
of 1903, eighteen states had named floral emblems or state
flowers. The orange blossom was named Florida's state flower in
1909. 19
Once state flowers had blossomed across the country, it was
only a matter of time before state trees came into being, particularly since several states had longstanding symbolic relationships
with particular species of trees. Connecticut's Charter Oak20 and
South Carolina's palmetto 21 had been centrally involved in their
18
19
20
21

Schearer and Schearer, "State Names, Seals, Flags, "103.
Ibid., 97-108.
Ibid., 111.
Ibid., 119.
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respective state's histories since the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries.
The practice of officially naming state trees probably began
in 1907 when Mrs. James C. Fessler of Illinois started a campaign
to have schoolchildren vote on both a state flower and a state
tree. They came up with the native violet and native oak, both of
which the Legislature adopted in 1908. Since at least two oaks are
native to Illinois and there is no specific "native oak," it took until
1973 for the schoolchildren to settle on the white oak. 22 Allowing schoolchildren to vote on designating official state resources
subsequently became a well-trod path in Florida and other states. 23
In the meantime, Texas named the pecan its state tree in
1919 and consequently claims it was the first state to name a particular tree species. Perhaps Texas was ahead of its time because it
was not until 1931 that additional states (Indiana and Pennsylvania) selected state trees. 24
By the mid-l 930s state tree designation was in full swing and
various constituent groups advanced their own ideas about what
species best represented their state. With over 650 native trees
north of Mexico, 25 the first 48 states would seem to have had an
excellent chance of selecting unique trees to represent their environs. But popularity is seldom bestowed even-handedly, and today
our fifty states list fifty state trees, but only thirty-five species, with
two (white oak and sugar maple) each representing four states. 26
State tree designation came to the U.S. southeast in 1935,
when the Mississippi director of forestry engaged schoolchildren
to vote for a state tree. They chose the magnolia and the Mississippi Legislature subsequently designated the magnolia as the
state tree in 1938. 27 In 1937, spurred by the Daughters of the
American Revolution, Georgia named the live oak as its "emblematic tree." 28
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

"Illinois Native State Tree," http:/ /tinyurl.com/hcodmq9, accessed October
15, 2016.
Schearer and Schearer, "State Names, Seals, Flags," 102, 103, 121, 132, 140.
Ibid., 120.
Thomas S. Elias, The Comp7.ete Trees of North America: Field Guide and Natural History (New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1980), 1.
Schearer and Schearer, "State Names, Seals, Flags, 109-124.
About_Mississippi/State_Symbols "The State Flower and State Tree," http://
www.ms.gov/Visitors/About_Mississippi/State_Symbols, accessed October 15,
2017.
Netstate, "Georgia State Tree," http:/ /tinyurl.com/3cv7nz7, accessed October 15, 2017
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Florida was not immune to the state tree designation trend.
Because the custom of naming state flowers preceded the naming
of state trees, garden clubs (and schoolchildren) probably held
the inside track when it came to suggesting state trees. While
male legislators made the decisions, women and children seemed
to take the lead in making nominations.
In 1932 Flora Roper Simpson, known to Florida's Garden
Club women as Mrs. Charles Torrey Simpson, addressed the Seventh Annual Convention of the Florida Federation of Garden
Clubs, held at the Jungle Hotel in St. Petersburg. Her husband,
Charles Torrey Simpson, was a Florida natural historian, author
of four books about Florida and had been called "the father of all
South Florida naturalists. "29 In the course of her remarks Simpson
made the following observations: "Of all the trees I have seen in
St. Petersburg, the most beautiful is the Cabbage Palm or Sabal
Palmetto. This tree seems to be universally respected. In clearing land for cropping, the cabbage palms are left singly and in
groups. Some have their boots on, some have clean trunks, but
always straight. They are easily transplanted and well adapted for
street trees, and I am glad to see so many in this town. "30 It
had taken sixty-four years for a contender palm to emerge to challenge the cocoa tree.
In January 1937, at the request of Mrs. L. T. Nieland and
the Conservation Committee, the Florida Federation of Garden
Club's (FFGC) state leadership, sent a questionnaire to the
presidents of all the local clubs, requesting their preferences for
a state tree. 31 The result, announced in May 1938, was that the
state's garden club presidents preferred the Sabal palmetto, known
in Florida as the cabbage palm. 32 This vote no doubt added clout
to the 1937 Senate Concurrent ResoJution introduced by Senators
RS. Adams, John C. Wynn, and George F. Westbrook designating
29
30

31
32

Leah La Plante,"The Sage of Biscayne Bay: Charles Torrey Simpson's Love
Affair with South Florida," Tequesta: The journal of the Historical Association of
Southern Florida 1, no. 55: 62.
Mrs. Charles Torrey Simpson, "Native Trees," in Report of the Seventh Annual
Convention of the Florida Federation of Garden Clubs Held at the Jungle Hotel, (St.
Petersburg, FL 1936), 237.
Minutes of the Executive Board Meeting of the Florida Federation of Garden
Clubs,January 28-29, 1937, Camp Roosevelt, Florida, accessed at FFGC headquarters, Winter Park, FL, 6.
Mary Gilchrist, "Mrs. Rogers Young Gives Comprehensive Report on Recent
Conference: First Friday After Second Monday in January is Designated as
Arbor Day, Sabal Palmetto Named State Tree," St. Petersburg Times, May 11938,
8.
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the sabal palmetto as the state tree. Among other arguments they,
boldly but erroneously, claimed "the Sabal Palmetto is pictured on
the Florida State Seal. "33 Had the House agreed, their concurrent
resolution would not have had the force of law, but it would have
clearly signaled that the cocoa palm was in the process of being supplanted. The House did not concur. 34
At that time the Florida Legislature only met every two
years, and in January 1939 the executive board of the FFGC
passed a motion requesting the adoption of the Cabbage Palm
as the state tree. 35 One confident garden columnist wrote that
since the state garden clubs favored the cabbage palm, "it simply
remains for the senate and house to ratify this choice." 36
By April, however, it was clear that despite passage in the Florida Senate, 37 the resolution was not simply going to sail through
unchallenged. Representative Noah Butt of Brevard County, chairman of the House Resolutions Committee, cited opposition from
businesses that made "various products from palm fiber," due to
concerns that passage of the resolution "might result in restrictions on the cutting of palms. "38
Florida had two distinct, but easily confused, commercial
palm fiber industries in the 1930s. Both were brush-making operations based on "palmettos." One made small hand-held brushes
from saw palmetto (Serenoa repens) trunks. These small scrub
brushes were relatively easy to make and were a popular tourist item. By removing the softer tissue, stiff bristles remain that
work well for scrubbing pots. "A portion of the root was grated on
a nail-studded scraper until an inch or so of tough fibre bristles
was obtained." 39 In 1912, two entrepreneurs secured a patent for
the "Modem Palmetto scrub brush." They planned to manufacture
four to five thousand a day near Lakeland. 40 In contrast, cabbage
palm brushes are made from long fibers found in the leaf bases
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Florida Senate Website Archive,Journal of the (Florida) Senate, Saturday, May
15, 1937, 482,483, http://archive.flsenate.gov/data/Historical/Senate%20
Journals/1930s/1937 /7A/5_13_37A.pdf, accessed October 15, 2017.
"Economy Bloc Given A Break," Palm Beach Post, April 6, 1939, 3.
Minutes of the Executive Board Meeting of the Florida Federation of Garden
Clubs,January 17-18 1939, Sebring Hotel, Sebring, Florida. 2.
Mary Gilchrist, "Florida Has Never Named a State Tree, Arbor Tree," St. Petersburg Times. February 23, 1939, P5.
"Palm Rejected as State Tree," Fort Myers News-Press, April 12, 1939, 1.
Ibid.
"Scrub Brushes," Fort Myers News Press, February 1, 1950, 84.
"Snapshots of Florida Development," Tampa Tribune, April 21, 1912, 34.
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of smaller trees. The three largest cabbage palm brush factories
were located in Cedar Key (Standard Manufacturing Co., Benson
Junction (Ox Fibre Brush Co.), and Jacksonville (American Fiber
Co,) _41
Since the state flower, the orange blossom, was a non-native
plant raised for its economic benefits, there would have been
no reason to mount a comparable negative economic argument
against citrus blossoms in 1909. Objection to naming the cabbage
palm as the state tree because of perceived economic impacts may
be the first instance of honorary or substantive state designations
in Florida being challenged by economic arguments. It was not the
last, as battles over efforts to replace the Mockingbird with the
Florida Scrub Jay as state bird have shown. 42
In response to Representative Butt's concerns, Mrs. Rogers
Young, state conservation committee chair of the FFGC, went
to Tallahassee seeking reconsideration on the basis that they had
no plan in mind to restrict cutting of the trees. 43Apparently, she
was not convincing. And those who feared protection might
follow designation might have been aware of previous concerns
expressed about overharvesting of cabbage palms. In 1916 Commissioner of Agriculture W. A. McRae had written passionately
endorsing protection for the cabbage palm, stating that "To cut
out its bud is destruction and to do it should be made an illegal
act." 44 Renowned botanist C.S. Sargent was quoted in 1924 as follows: "The removal of the top kills the plant, as we have already
said, and as one concern in Jacksonville Fla., alone consumes 7,500
buds a week, the time is not very far distant when the sabal palmetto will become a rare tree. The buds, which are now mostly
procured from the West Coast of Florida, where the palmetto is
most abundant, are worth at the mill only 6 or 7 cents each, and it
is not probable that the extravagant and wastefulness of this brush
industry is exceeded by that of any other in the United States." 45
41

42
43
44
45

"Palmetto Brush Industry," Palm Beach Post, Monday 28, 1927, 3. "Native Palm
fibers Go Long Way In Whisk Brooms," Orlando Sentine~ August 28, 1958. 7.
Seaboard Air Line Railway, Mercantile and Industrial Review of Jacksonville
Florida, 59, http:/ /ufdc.ufl.edu/FS00000007 /00001/, accessed October 13,
2017.
"Factions Go Beak-to-Beak Over State Bird," Sarasota Herald-Tribune. April 14,
1999, 38.
"Local Woman Asks Cabbage Palm be Made State Tree," The Evening Independent. April 171939, 1.
"Cabbage Palms Valuable," The Evening Independent. May 4, 1916, 5.
C.S. Sargent as quoted by Henry Nehrling, "Cabbage Palm Trees Are Fast
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And in 1931 the Bradenton Herald argued: "The destruction of
this noble tree has reached the point where its very life is threatened ... All palms should be protected because they, more than any
other trees give South Florida the picturesque tropical aspect so
attractive to home folks, as well as to visitors from the North." 46 And
a 1927 law had been amended in 1931 to protect a variety of native
plants, including cabbage palms, from harvest without landowner
permission. 47 So concerns about increasingly zealous cabbage palm
protection were not unfounded.
On April 13, 1939, the Tampa Tribune's "The Gulf Gleam" column ran a provocative two sentence blurb: "Florida Senate voted
cabbage palm as the state tree. Any complaints from the Palmetto
State, South Carolina?" 48 Indeed. The 1939 advocacy by the FFGC
and deliberations of the Florida Senate did not go unnoticed in
South Carolina, a state with a far deeper affection for the
cabbage palm. The cabbage palm, or palmetto as it is called
in South Carolina, was predestined to become their state tree.
While naturally found only in the coastal counties, the cabbage
palm is South Carolina's only arborescent palm and it is a common element in South Carolina's low-country folk culture. The
decorative sweet grass baskets sold along U.S. Highway 17 are held
together with weavers of cabbage palm. 49 Palmetto roses are a
traditional souvenir of a visit to Charleston. 50 And mortars made
of cabbage palm logs were used on the Sea Islands to pound
rice and corn. 51 But South Carolinians' primary allegiance to the
palmetto was initially secured onJune 28 1776, a week before the
signing of the Declaration of Independence.
On the eve of the Revolutionary War, there were sixteen North
American British colonies-the thirteen featured in grammar
school that declared independence, and the three that did not:

46
47
48
49
50
51

Disappearing" New Smyrna Daily News, August 15, 1924, 8.
"Save a Few Cabbage Palms," The Evening Independent, October 6, 1931,10.
"State Plant News," Tampa Times, December 29, 1937, 4.
"The Gulf Gleam," Tampa Tribune, April 13, 1939, 8.
Dale Rosengarten, Row Upon R.ow: Sea Grass Baskets of the South Carolina Lowcountry Sweetgrass Baskets (Columbia: McKissick Museum, University of South
Carolina, 1994), 11.
"A Rose is a Rose, is a Rose ... "Charleston Daily Photo, December 5, 2009,
http://charlestondailyphoto.blogspot.com/2009/12/rose-is-rose-is-rose.html,
accessed October 15, 2007.
Patricia Jones:Jackson, When Roots Die: Endangered Traditions on the Sea Islands
(Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1987), 112.
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East, and West Florida, 52 and Nova Scotia. 53 East Florida was what
we think of as the Florida peninsula east of the Apalachicola River,
but West Florida stretched all the way to the Mississippi River. British Loyalists in northern colonies tended to migrate north to what
is now Canada, while many southern loyalists headed to East Florida. 54 Despite such immigration, compared to South Carolina, Florida was a long, relatively unpopulated frontier and, since Florida
was loyalist, not a target of the British.
Defiant South Carolina was a different matter, and it is believed
that Charleston was (after Philadelphia, New York, and Boston) the
fourth largest city on the East Coast. 55 As war approached, Charleston's main defense appeared to be a contingent of shifting shoals
that complicated approaching the city by warship. But complicating an attack is not the same as thwarting it, and the patriots set
about to decrease the chances the British could sail in and seize
Charleston. 56
Although the commanding patriot, Major General Charles
Lee, was skeptical, arguing the fort "could not hold out for half an
hour," 57 a partially-completed fort made of sand, and palmetto
logs withstood a withering attack from British warships and forced
the British to abandon their early effort to seize Charleston. 58 As
a result, the State Seal of South Carolina features a palmetto growing from a fallen oak, which symbolized the oaken hulls of the
British warships. 59 When South Carolina seceded from the Union
in 1861 and was looking for a symbol of both homegrown defiance
and defense, it quickly added a palmetto to its flag. 60

52
53
54
55

56
57
58
59
60

Charlton W. Tebeau, A History ofFlorida (Coral Gables, FL: University of Miami
Press, 1971), 73.
Nova Scotia Canada, Municipal History Highlights, http:/ /www.novascotia.ca/
drna/govemment/history.asp, accessed October 16, 2016.
MayaJasanoff, Liberty's Exiles: America Layalists in the Revolutionary World (New
York: Knopf, 2011), 29, 69,354,355.
W.S. Rossiter,"A Century ofPopulation Growth. From the First to the Twelfth Census of
the United States: 1790-1900 (Washington, D.C.: Bureau of the Census, Government Printing Office 1909), 11. http://www2.census.gov/prod2/decennial/
documents/00165897ch01.pdf, accessed October 17, 2017.
Jim Stokeley Fort Moultrie: Official National Park Handbook (Washington D.C.:
Division of Publications, National Park Service, 1985), 14,15.
Edward McCrady, South Carolina in the Revolution] 775-1780 (New York: Macmillan, 1901), 6.
Stokeley, Fort Moultrie, 15, 27.
Seals, Flags, House & Senate Emblems, http://www.scstatehouse.gov/studentpage/coolstuff/seal.shtml, accessed October 15, 2016.
Ibid.
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By 1939, South Carolina's State Seal had contained a palmetto for 163 years, the state had been called the Palmetto State
at least since 1834,61 and had been flying a flag featuring little
more than a palmetto for more than 75 years. South Carolinians had been enamored with this single species of tree since the
dawn of the Revolutionary War, and so thorough and implicit was
their devotion to it, that it had apparently never occurred to their
General Assembly to commemorate the relationship formally. In
March of 1931, eight years before the palmetto was officially designated as South Carolina's state tree, Claudia Phelps with the art
department of the South Carolina Federation of Woman's clubs
announced a five dollar prize for the best design "using the state
bird, the Carolina wren, the state flower, yellow Carolina jessamine
and the state tree palmetto." 62
Competition between states can be a powerful motivator and
when word reached South Carolina that Florida was proposing to
make the cabbage palm the state tree of Florida, the response was
swift. On February 23 the Florence Morning News reported three
senators had introduced legislation to designate "the Palmetto
tree as the 'official state tree'." 63 The Senate sent the bill to the
House on February 28, 64 a second reading occurred in the House
on March 15, 65 and two days later Governor Burnet Maybank
signed the bill into law, 66 affirming that the state tree of the
Palmetto State was, ipso facto, the palmetto. The legislative process
had taken less than a month.
Thus, official designation of the palmetto as South Carolina's
state tree was apparently the indirect and unintended result of an
initially unsuccessful lobbying campaign by the Federated Garden Clubs of Florida. Whether the general assembly of South
Carolina merely sought to be the first to claim the palmetto, or
hoped their choice would prevent Florida from poaching their
61
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Wyoming, Letter addressed to Hon. Jonathan Stevens, dated June 3, 1834 in
Republican Farmer, and Democratic journal (Wilkes-Barre Pennsylvania) June 4,
1834. 3, http:/ /tinyurl.com/z8d8g8k, accessed October 15, 2016.
"District Director at Thursday Afternoon Club Meeting," GreenviUe News, March
15, 1931, 9.
"Biennial Sessions Bills Move Ahead in S.C. Assembly," Florence Morning News
(Florence, South Carolina), February 23, 1939, 3.
"Legislative Week In Brief," The Index Journal (Greenwood, South Carolina)
February 25, 1939, I.
"Economy Is Chief Goal of Solons," The Greenville News (Greenville, South Carolina) March 16, 1939, I.
"South Carolina Palmetto State," The Greenville News (Greenville, South Carolina) March 18, 1939, 3.
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long-standing symbol, is unclear. The Greenville News expressed the
view that "Florida will have to look around for another state tree." 67
Evidence suggests that South Carolina's action did weaken the
case for the cabbage palm in Florida, as some argued for a unique
tree no other state had previously selected. The Orlando Sentinel
opined "There is nothing particularly wrong with the cabbage palm,
except that it seems with all the trees we have in Florida, we should
not have to copy South Carolina." 68
If newspaper articles are any gauge, the quest to name a Florida State Tree was not a priority during the early 1940s. Floridians
had other things to fight about and during the Second World
War the state's Garden Club women were more pre-occupied
with the war effort and victory gardens than designation of a state
tree. However, a 1943 article profiling Mrs. Rogers Young's home
at 4200 First Avenue North, St. Petersburg, noted that she "has
made wide use of the sable (sic) palmetto, a tree native to Florida
and so much a part of its history that she tried, unsuccessfully, to
have it adopted as the state tree." 69
In late March 1949, the Florida Forest Service decided to support the slash pine, despite the fact that executive secretary of the
Florida Forest and Park Association opined, "Frankly, I don't think
you'll find the slash pine a popular choice." 70 Slash pines grow
far more commonly in North Florida than any native arborescent palms. So it was probably inevitable that a regional contest
would emerge. In April 1949 the St. Petersburg Evening Independent
reported that: "It's north Florida vs. south Florida in the matter of
an official state tree. . . . Rep. Branch of Hillsborough put in a
bill making the royal palm the state tree. Rep. Trapper from Old
St. Joe, in Gulf county over on the coast immediately tossed in
one designating the slash pine as the tree. "71
In April 1949 columnist, cartoonist, and humorist Dick Bothwell turned his attention to the state tree contest unfolding in
Tallahassee. He reported that the latest word from Tallahassee
was that the House chose the royal palm over the slash pine
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''We Suggest The 'Palm,"', The Greenville News, March 19, 1939, 4.
"The Florida Tree" Orlando Sentinel,June 23,1953, 4.
Lillian Blackstone, "Little Visits to St. Petersburg Homes," St. Petersburg Times.
August 15, 1943, 71.
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"backed by the North Florida lobby." He predicted that Senate would also favor the royal palm, which was supported by the
"Miami palmists. "72
Bothwell then reported on the retiring Garden Club president who had wired Governor Fuller Warren advising him that
the expensive royal palm was "no tree for the common people of
Florida." 73 Mrs. Karl A. Bickel was also playing a jingoistic card,
arguing the royal palm was an '"emigrant' that was 'blown
over from Cuba on a hurricane"' 74 and went on to argue that
the cabbage palm was native to every county. This assertion is
not supported by those who have mapped natural cabbage palm
distribution. While cabbage palms can be transplanted and survive throughout the state, there seems to be agreement that they
were not naturally found west of St. Andrews Bay and Little's Atlas
of United States Trees indicates they were not found in eighteen
Panhandle counties and another six only had cabbage palms in
tiny areas along the coast. Thus nearly a nearly a third of the
state lacked extensive naturally occurring cabbage palms, 75 suggesting one possible reason why the North Florida lobby was not
so enthused about the cabbage palm. Despite the Garden Club's
hyperbolic claims about the ubiquity of the cabbage palm, Bothwell correctly pointed out that the royal palm was found only
in extreme southern Florida. 7677
By May 1949 it was reported that a Senate committee defeated
a House-approved bill to designate the royal palm as the state tree.
The royal palm had earlier defeated the forest service favored slash
pine after an hour-long debate. 78
In April 1951, Senator William Shands of Gainesville and
Senator Wayne E. Ripley of Duval County introduced a bill
to make the sabal palm the state tree. The St. Petersburg Times
summed up the situation as follows: "The State Forest Service threw
72
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Dick Bothwell, "Go Ahead Lawmakers, Pick A State Tree, Any State Tree," St.
Petersburg Times, April 29, 1949, 11
Ibid.
Royal Palm 'Too Aristocratic' Garden Club For Sabal Palm," Tampa Tribune,
April 24, 1949, 4.
Elbert L. Little Jr., Atlas of United States Trees: Volume 5. Florida (Washington
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1978), Map 133.
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survive the freeze of 1835.William Bartram, Travels of William Bartram, Francis
Harper's Naturalist Edition (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1958), 354.
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its weight behind the slash pine in 1949. The garden clubs have
been plugging for the sabal palm ever since 1939. Sen. Branch of
Tampa, a member of the house in 1949 hasn't spoken up so far
this session but he was a red hot royal palm man two years ago. "79
The Garden Club women mounted a major push during the
1951 session of the Legislature. Citing their 22,000 members, the
FFGC rallied behind the immediate past president and urged the
Legislature to 'Join the ranks of the other 38 states that have
already adopted a State Tree." They had softened their stance
on the tree's natural distribution, noting that "it will grow in every
county in Florida" and continued their spin campaign, arguing
that it appeared on the state flag and all official stationery, and
noted that the state seal features a palm that "looks like the Sabal
Palmetto Palm." They also pointed out that a U.S. Department
of Agriculture Forest Service Bulletin from May 1951 listed "the
Sabal Palmetto Palm as the Florida State Tree (unofficially) ."80
In 1952 the FFGC tried a new tactic-spinning the Great Seal
to their favor. They adopted a resolution at their state convention saying that the tree on the Great Seal of Florida was a sabal
palmetto and not a cocoa palm. This was the second time an
effort had been made to convert the cocoa tree to a sabal palm.
In another resolution they asked that the sabal palmetto palm
be designated the state tree. 81 But new contenders kept emerging. In May of 1953 Senator C. H. Bourke Floyd of Apalachicola introduced a bill naming the gopherwood as the state tree. 82
Gopherwood ( Torreya taxifolia) grows in a very limited area of the
Panhandle, and, according to some, was the source of wood for
Noah's Ark. 83 Not be outdone, Representative Volie Williams of
Seminole County countered with the weeping willow, indirectly
offering some comfort who were shedding tears because "we've
developed such a remarkable penchant for giving away their
money." 84 Finally, the September 1953 edition of the Florida Gardener featured a two-page spread celebrating the official designation
79
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of the cabbage palm as the state tree. The article includes a
picture of smiling Governor Dan McCarty signing the legislation,
and a backhanded sexist dig from Senator Doyle Carlton Jr.: "It is
indeed a credit to your organization that you managed agreement
among so many women." He seemed to not realize that it had
taken sixteen years for the male Legislature to make a decision.
The most surprising content was a sub-headline that read "Legislative Action Marks Successful End of Florida Garden Clubs'
Six-Year Campaign To Designate Sabal Palmetto Palm," The editors, if not the Federation in general, had lost track of the earlier
campaign dating back at least to 1937. To make matters worse, the
accompanying article credits Mrs. Nieland for sending out a questionnaire "about six years ago." 85
The St. Petersburg Times reported, "One unnamed lawmaker
was told by his wife he needn't bother to come home if the sabal
palm bill didn't get passed." Opponents of the sabal palm were
reported to find solace in the fact that the palm depicted on the
Great Seal was not a sabal palm. "Botanists who have scrutinized
the seal have never been able to figure out what kind of palms
they're meant to be." 86
The designation of the sabal palm as Florida's state tree in
1953 set the stage for an inevitable collision between the exoticsounding, historic "cocoa tree" on the state seal and the newlyanointed state tree, the native cabbage palm. After a little more
than a century it seemed as though time had run out for the
ambiguous, but persistent, "cocoa tree." Resolution turned out to
be a thirty two-year process that involved two stages. While some
early seal versions featured a palm, Cocoa nucifera, with apparent
cocoanuts, 87 not all versions featured nuts and some observers
had come to assume a cocoa tree was what is now known as a
queen palm, Syagrus romanzoffiana. 88 For many years, queen palms
were known as Cocos plumosa, so the confusion is understandable.
The state luckily seemed to avoid additional confusion with the
cacao plant ( Theobroma cacao, the source of cocoa, which becomes
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chocolate), or the leaves of the coca plant, Erythroxylum coca, which
had been an ingredient in Coca- Cola. 89
In 1969 Secretary of State Tom Adams adopted another
minor upgrade to the state seal, this one rendered by his brother,
Lee Adams. 90 Lee Adams was a credible artist-" he had 69 one-man
shows in the United States and Europe and produced more than
2,000 original works," including a mural depicting Florida commerce for the 1964 New York World's Fair. 91 Upon his death in
1971 Fairchild Tropical Gardens characterized him as the "Audubon of Botanical Paintings," and he completed a series of twenty
detailed palm paintings. 92 Despite his botanical chops he apparently made no attempt to render a specific species of palm, instead
following the lead of the prior version, which ostensibly was the
cocoa palm, even though the cabbage palm had been declared the
state tree in 1953.
Meanwhile, in May 1969 Senator Elmer Friday of Fort Myers
introduced a bill changing the tree on the state seal from the
cocoa tree to the sabal palm. His reasoning? The seal should
bear the image of the state tree. 93 Later that summer, the Senate sent a bill to the House mandating the sabal palm appear on
the state seal. 94 In 1970 the Legislature finally voted to replace the
cocoa tree with the sabal palm on the state seal. 95
In 1971 another Secretary of State, Richard Stone, sought to
reverse R. A. Gray's modesty-protecting skirt-lengthening and in
a United Press International story asked the women of Florida to
weigh in on hemline length. Stone favored a return to what he called
a mini. 96 Whether he was more inspired by an earlier seal, which
he claimed featured the woman in a shorter skirt, or the contemporaneous mini-skirt craze is hard to know. Alternatively, the
short skirt he saw may have been the long shirt worn by Seminole
89

James Hamblin, "Why We Took Cocaine Out of Soda," TheAtlantic,January 31,
2013.
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June 13, 2015, http:/ /tinyurl.com/zg9pgsb. Accessed October 15, 2016.
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lee_adams.pdf, accessed October 7, 2017.
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men. At any rate, Lucy Bergan of Treasure Island wrote to the
St. Petersburg Times with a resounding "Definitely not!" 97 The skirt
stayed long.
The seal is to be used for official business98 and periodically flaps ensue when individuals use the state seal for private
or political gain. One episode occurred in 1971. It seems State
Representative Dave Smith (Pompano Beach) used official House
stationery (with the F 1or id a State Seal) to solicit funds for
a lobbying organization. A House committee concluded that
doing so was "demeaning to the legislative process" and created
"an atmosphere of mistrust and suspicion about the ethics and
conduct of legislators generally." Having staked out the generic
high ground, the committee then refused to criticize or even
reveal the name of Representative Smith. 99 In April 1971, a former candidate for Leon County Sheriff was found to be using
the state seal in his newspaper. 100 In 1972 Reverend Herman Keck
of Florida State Christian College in Broward County was found
guilty of using the state seal, apparently on mail-order diplomas. 101
In 1973 Representative Richard Price denied any wrongdoing
when he mailed out letters on state stationery soliciting business
as a private investigator. 102 That same year, Lieutenant Governor
Tom Adams mailed out a fundraising birthday party invitation
on state stationery with the state seal. Evidently, he also found
that the cachet of the state seal was hard to resist. 103 Adams'
faux pas was noteworthy because in 1965, as Secretary of State,
he had "published rules and regulations designed to put a stop
to private and commercial use of Florida's official seal." 104 In a
moment that may only compare to the Nixon-Elvis meeting, the
President of Sea World presented a framed copy of the Florida
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State Seal to Michael Jackson in 1984 on behalf of Governor Bob
Graham, who no doubt was busy with other less exotic gubernatorial duties. 105
Because the Legislature had voted in 1970 to replace the cocoa
tree with the sabal palm, it appeared as though the native cabbage
palm had finally supplanted the coconut palm as the tree most representative of the State of Florida. But passing a bill is not the same
as reworking the design of the state seal. In 1977 a citizen contacted the Tallahassee Democrat's "Action Line" with a question about
the State Seal. The final sentence of the response read: "A resolution recently changed the cocoa tree to a sabal palm tree, but the
seal remains true to the constitution." 106The state was in no hurry
to officially upgrade the seal and without a subsequent redesign
the cocoa tree hung on until Secretary of State George Firestone
charged the Museum of Florida History with the task of correcting and upgrading the seal, particularly the lingering historical
inaccuracies. The museum staff delved into Seminole wardrobes,
steamship design, and precisely what a sabal palm should look
like. 107 Because preceding artists seemed to have interpreted
palms rather loosely, there was a risk the revised state seal would
feature a cabbage palm based on some previous and inaccurate
rendering. Museum staff solved this problem by acquiring a
black and white photograph of a cabbage palm on the west side
of the Historic Capitol in Tallahassee, masking the background,
and by using a Xerox machine and some Wite-Out™, they
created an accurate graphic, high-contrast representation of a
cabbage palm. 108 The state seal source palm still stands on the
southwest side of the Historic Capitol (on the right side of the Historic Capitol steps when you are standing in the plaza between the
old and new Capitol buildings) and because it appears on the state
flag as well as numerous state documents, it is no doubt the most
commonly depicted cabbage palm in the state and it is apparently
the only living tree specifically depicted on a state seal (or flag) that
the public can view.
105 "State Seal Being Presented to Michael Jackson," State Library and Archives
of Florida, Florida Memory, 1984, https:/ /www.floridamemory.com/items/
show/35938, accessed October 7, 2017.
106 "Action Line," TallahasseeDemocrat,July 6, 1977.
107 Press Release, Office of the Secretary of State George Firestone, May 20, 1985.
108 Robert "Bruce" Graetz, Senior Curator, Museum of Florida History, email message to author, April 29, 2010.
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The resulting design was presented to the governor and cabinet
in May 1985. 109 It had taken thirty-two years for the cabbage palm
to move from state tree to depiction on the state seal. The 1985
rendering remains the current official seal of the State of Florida
and the exacting specifications for the design involves ten different
color separations, and includes the specific Pantone Matching System (PMS) color codes. The advent of computer vector graphics
has made possible do-it-yourself variants and several appear online.
Thus, after close to three decades of a stable state seal design, we
may be entering another period of knock-off interpretations.
Although they may not be aware of it, most Floridians routinely
travel with at least four copies of the state seal. There is a tiny, indistinct version the size of a pencil eraser of the state seal that overlaps the driver photograph on a Florida driver's license, as well as
several spectral holograms the size of dimes that can be viewed in
bright light.
A state seal display in the capitol has become a symbolic surrogate for the state itself. In 1988, death penalty protestors joined
hands in prayer around the seal1 10 and in 1994 demonstrators
packed bags of sugar around the state seal in order to protest
the pollution of the Everglades by sugar cane growers. 111
In 2000, Governor Jeb Bush continued a Florida tradition by
using the state seal on a campaign mailing. Democrats sued, and a
judge tossed it out because Bush had used a previous version and
not the current seal. 112
The long march to displace the "cocoa palm" with the cabbage
palm eventually resulted in official designation of the cabbage
palm as the state tree and the tree depicted on Florida's State Seal
and, consequently, the state flag. But those who laugh last, laugh
hardest and the seal and flag are not the only arenas where palms
compete for the hearts and minds of Floridians.

109 Ibid.
110 "Anti-death penalty protesters gather around the state seal in the rotunda:
Tallahassee, Florida," State Library and Archives of Florida, Flo1ida Memory,
Photograph by Mark T. Foley, 1988, https:/ /www.floridamemory.com/items/
show/134309, accessed October 7, 2017
111 "Demonstrators stacking bags of sugar around the State Seal in the Capitol:
Tallahassee, Florida," State Library and Archives of Florida, Florida Memory,
Photograph by Donn Dughi, 1994, https:/ /www·.floridamemory.com/items/
show/103485, accessed October 7, 2017.
112 ''.Judge Throws Out Suit Over Political Use of State Seal," St. Petersburg Times,
November 4, 2000, 5B.
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If for example, one were to initiate a Google Image Search for
Florida palm tree, the vast majority of images are coconut palms.
Even a search for the Florida State Tree results in roughly a fifth of
the palms depicted with pinnate leaves, meaning they are not sabal
palms. Similar searches for South Carolina's state tree fare better
because the menu of possible palms is more constrained in South
Carolina.
Despite governmental assertion that the cabbage palm officially represents Florida, the coconut continues to contend. In popular culture the coconut tree has become the de facto palm icon and
now represents the archetypal palm depicted in clip art, license
plate frames, postcards, corporate graphics, and numerous private
sector endeavors. Even official efforts depicting the state tree frequently succumb to the charms of the coconut.
Consider the Florida Governor's Mansion Collectors' Limited Edition Ornaments, a series of collectibles issued annually
that commemorate some aspect of the state. The proceeds benefit the Florida Governor's Mansion Foundation. The whimsical
2005 design was called "Manatee Dance," and the 2006 offering
was a more staid rendition of the Governor's Mansion itself. In
2007 the Foundation chose to honor the sabal palm and it cannot be described any more eloquently than the Florida History
Shop, which wrote: "The graceful fronds of Florida's State Tree, the
Sabal palm, frame the classic Florida scene featured on the 2007
Governor's Mansion Collectors' Limited Edition Ornament. The
Sabal palm (Sabal palmetto) is the most widely distributed palm in
Florida, as it grows in almost any soil and has many uses, including
food, medicine, and landscaping. The 1953 Florida legislature designated the Sabal palm as the state tree, and in 1970 replaced the
cocoa palm on the State Seal. A stunning 24 kt. gold finish graces
this beautiful ornament." 113 Unfortunately, this gorgeous keepsake
does not depict a sabal palm! Instead a luxuriant pinnate palm,
most likely a coconut, is framing the classic Florida scene in the
foreground of the ornament.
The most pervasive manifestation of this phenomenon may
currently reside in your pocket or purse. The process to design
the Florida quarter (released in 2004) was a competition that garnered 1,500 proposed designs. A nine-person Florida Commemorative Committee narrowed that down to ten, which they sent to
113 Florida's History Shop, Historically Florida, http:/ /www.floridashistoryshop.
corn/detail.cfm?product=654, accessed October 7, 2017.
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the governor. Seven of the ten designs included palms, although
only two looked like cabbage palms.11 4 Jeb Bush reduced the ten
to five and citizens voted on which design they preferred. The
winning design had been submitted by Ringling College graduate
Ralph Butler and depicted a Spanish galleon, two cabbage palms,
and the space shuttle. 115 Butler is a Florida illustrator and his cabbage palms were classic, if small-straight clean trunks, spherical
canopy, and non-droopy fronds. But Butler's design was a little
crowded-the wings of the shuttle nearly touched the galleon and
palms overlapped the shuttle.
Once selected, the design needed to be finalized and prepared
for minting and that was the work of U.S. government engraver
T. James Ferrell.11 6 The final design depicted on the Florida quarter you have handled contains palms with slightly curved trunks,
pinnate leaves, droopy fronds, and some visible leaf scars on the
trunk-clearly the revenge of the cocoa palm.
It was inevitable that the inclination to represent Florida with
a tree would result in a palm being chosen. The question of which
palm best represents the state remains in play, resulting in a dynamic
tension between a prosaic native tree endorsed by the government
(thanks to Florida's Garden Clubs) and a romantic exotic tree that
is a popular favorite, a situation that appropriately reflects the sometimes uneasy juxtaposition of Florida natives with their more recent
arrivals.

114 'Commission recommends 10 designs," Collectspace, Copyright 2107, http://
www.collectspace.com/news/news-060l02a.html#09, accessed October 7,
2017.
115 "State Quarters: 2004 Florida State Quarter," http:/ /www.statequarterguide.
com/2004-florida-state-quarter/, accessed October 7, 2017.
116 "50 State Quarters," last modified September 13, 2017, https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/50_State_Quarters, accessed October 7, 2017.
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